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Yes, it is all about love. Although Michael Whalen claims not to be a 

pianist of any ilk, he actually is that and much more. His piano is a natural 

extension of his soul and his fingers exude his melodies like stars promise 

wishes. Michael’s music fills the spirit like an immersion in dream-

drenched sound. Cupid Blindfolded, his latest foray, is a modern day 

sentimental journey with a nod to George Gershwin and all the romantics 

of the past. It arrived just in time. 

Mr. Whalen started with his most memorable theme and it just happens to be the title tune, 

Cupid Blindfolded. It is a tune that you feel is familiar right off. The flow is fluid and free and 

the melody is elegant in a grand kind of way. The beauty of love is often unseen, but its effects 

are felt deep in the heart with a vividness and intensity that often shames the senses. 

It starts out with a pale glow and builds. The landscape takes on a pastel light that reflects the 

beginning of an early morning. On the cut, Sunrise in the Desert, we witness, through 

Michael’s sweet, tender tune, the ritual that each heart prays for before retiring every night. Just 

one more sunrise, just one more day to love is all we ask.   

Using a zither like arpeggio, Whalen introduces us to The Muse. It is a thoughtful tune, but not 

somber in any way. It is a vignette of a special place in an exotic land where dwells a beautiful 

woman. She inspires, directs, and guides the hands, opens the mind, and fills the heart. Her 

smile, her gaze, her touch is all one needs to create. To live. And to love. Of course, in Michael’s 

modern version, she may be the girl next door. 

Standing in the Rain is a favorite. The pensive tune is perfect for gray days and blustery skies. 

If you love the rain like I do, then you know there is a smell in the air when it rains. There is a 

sense of cleanliness that the raindrops produce as they shower the earth. Michael’s music creates 

an image of man standing in the rain, umbrella wavering, shoes soaked, and hoping for just a one 

more glimpse of her.  

Drive across the Skye Bridge and there you are. I am an Outlander fan, so the first time I heard 

Michael’s song Isle of Skye, I could not help but think of love through the ages, literally. The 

song however, stands on its own as a journey across craggy hills, rugged coastlines, and more 

than a castle full of fairies. Match that with the impression of a romance that is carved in the 

stones of every building, every bridge, and every rock wall along the path.  

Whelan is in love with a many things. Ruthie, his lovely wife for one. His other love however is 

New York City. The last tune on Cupid Blindfolded, City of Lights, has a ring of finality to it. It 

is not a goodbye however, but more of a goodnight. Goodnight to the skyline that can be seen 

from outer space. Goodnight to the towering buildings that stand like stalwart sentinels over the 

busy streets. But most of all, goodnight to the lovers out there who talk with only smiles. That 



communicate what is in their hearts with a small caress. And dream with the promise of another 

tomorrow in their eyes. Goodnight New York. 

Michael Whalen has managed to combine the old with the new on a number of levels. His 

contemporary solo piano tunes are an homage to a bygone era that have somehow been 

modernized by his passionate phrasing and inventive compositions. Every tune is even tempered, 

most of them sweet and nostalgic, calming and comforting. It is mood music perfect for the end 

of the day when you need that peace that only music can bring. I liked every track and I highly 

recommend this album. – R J Lannan, Artisan Music Reviews   

 

 

 

 


